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Summary of Contacts with 

• AMiHIP/1 and jU4LASH/1
'■ RETURN TO CHA 
Background Use Only 

Do 6^ Reproduce

• 1. -Events'of 30 July 1?62.

AMWHIP arrived in Helsinki on 30 July 1962.

according to plan, and after his second call (due to his hotel porter's

abys±mal understanding of English),. Fallucci established contact,'with

He. called HBFINCH-

AMWHIP without further difficulty. The meeting took place in the

restaurant of his hotel, The Vaakuna. and .later in his room. We had .

not at this time located AMLASH, so the time was spent briefing .AMWHIP 

on the local scene, and on his conduct with AMLASH. when .they met. The 

meeting lasted about one and a half hours..'

Later the same day we called AMWHIP. .at his hotel, to report 

no progress in locating AMLASH. Feeling it advisable to keep AMWHiP 

occupied, we took him out to dinner at Fisketorpe't. located in the 

suburbs of Helsinki. The evening lasted' until 1200, terminating with a 

drinK at the rooi oar of- the vaaxuna. ■ • ■ During tne six hours, we had an 

opportunity to explain carefully to AMWHIPthat in .order, for us to help 

his friend, AMLASH must be willing to follow our directions and agree to 
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AMvHxP realized that this was necessary, and agreed with our ideas. Howeve:

L he 't|^^~:4chedjto AMLASH, and will•; continue, to look '.upon ,him .in, the most: 

benevoient and subjective manner. This being rather far removed from our 

intended approach' ’toand opinion of. AMLASH. AMWHIP will require handling 

of a close nature in order'that he fully understands and is aware of our
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'---•I master..' We closer? th®. meeting' by ..telling -him that’ we

. xav« a-*;  effort‘made' in the morning to locate; -AMLASH.,- 'and- that-he 

mirht as well relax, .sight-see if. he wished,.- and -that.we,.would be-.’in-..touch . 

with him at intervals during the day. .'• ■

2. Events of.,31 July. 1962. . ?/
Our efforts to-locate A2-ZLASH througli^^lUMBLE/2 proved-to be-

' fruitless., Theodore,.T.. Winter.grst, whowas handling^RUMBLS/2^-.said. , 

that the.latter tried his best,- cut had.not been-able to do•us -any good. i

j . . [/The-Stationjalso reported that its contacts had.been unable- to aid. us. . ’

_r epor-ted-^to- AMivHIP the fact that we had not located AMLASH,.’. and suggested 

that ve have.dinner together, to which he agreed. We met AMWHIP at 2100 '

• at our hotel, the Kamp, and proceeded to.the Royal Restaurant for' dinner.. 

AMWHIP was obviously getting on pins and needles because.we had not. found 

his friend. He suggested that , we call'up the Cuban Festival,delegation,

, or try some hotels that evening.' We persuaded him that’it-was not the

•| best idea yetj and to give other people more time to Ideate him,/. He.

• ;. agreed, but kept'coming up with-ideas all. evening for wdys .td locate'AMLASH.

•He s.uggested that AMLASH liked'night-clubs-,.-arid that"after dinner we could

i perhaps try .several. We agreed, more, to placate him that with’-any thoughts

' of success. We ■ tried-several) the Br&nnsparken' and :the Theater • Ard fl

j both of which were -filled with drinking Finns, but no- signs of -AMLASH. The

Finns, engaging in their national pastime, obviously irritated’AMWHIP,-and
V>oi’n.*r  -r\nieV>a/4 +>» z*  <*  4» iU.x— o A*VUi.  j •,( iXU O&xu... UliCU U

he thought this was a waste of time.. We agreed, grabbed a taxi and went

home. During the evening, we told AJ&iHIP that..^omorrOTim^^ 

had turned up, we would start by callingourselves, 

and try this rather laborious ’method to locate /AMLASH<■ .:We..--agreed'. to'.-meet 
’ ■' ”i"r r——- .-■.
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•; o’clock at our hotel.’

3< i?f"v" - August 1952. ;

arrived at'our hotel at on 1 August-,” and we’'retired.

; to our room V. telephone.-' Securing an outside line, our friend began

'to tclephcn.'i. ;<s decided .to 'try the local; "pink” .hotels first, the Klaas '

•.•Koekki, end \r.e Tomi. AMWHIPhad ho luck with the Kldas Korkki, but when 

he called - ^r-.r. Tomi, he was told that AMLASH was’. there, and was connected 

with room >31. a Spanish-speaking nsn. (who was later-".identified as ' -

. the newly appointed Cuban Diplomatic Representative'to Finland);answered

the phone in >3' and said that AMLASH. was in the shower, and call.back

later if if vac important.. AMWhTP i«ft. a message- that.-he was >f rem; Mexico; 

and that ?.e, ’Carlos", would'call back; During the break, We instructed; • 

him to be_>:«z«sfzL on the telephone, and to talk as if the opposition was . 

-listening; Hr’was just .to be casual, greet AMLASH, arrange to.see him.. ’ 

-•^saying^tnan was. in Europe on business in- Scandinavia,: France and .Switzerland, 

and that hearir^ in Helsinki that .AMLASH was attending the Festival,. he: 

.had decided v, stop over and contact him.- When AMLASH answered the phone, ; 

AMWHIP’s lie up, caution was abandoned, and he’was off at .a-rapid , ■ 

rate in Span:.u, AMLASH said that he would be right ■ffrer.fa? ■■c?e4 AMMHIP- ■■ 

in his —— 1. u"a vaakuna. We briefed AMWHIP: once, more' bn being careful, ■ 

and shewed to the door. We' arranged to have AI-1WHIP:. call Us. when..- 

he coulc a*;  *.r.%  office, urging him once more to be careful and.-discreet..

We hope he hae been. -It was later'--..learned •that;-;fipdihg;'Ai^'SH'..'ip’:thii-'" 

notex zzzz. tzz good fortune, as-he was just using this roOm. to take ;, A 

a shower, ne was; still residing, in'.the. quarters'of; the common.'.deiegdie's.
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1CC0 in the morning -until approximately 1700 the same evening. When 'AMhnI?. . . 

called us at 1730, he presented us with the fact that he had convinced 

AMLASH to talk with us, and for this, purpose, he had arranged a.dinner 

meeting that same evening'for approximately 1930. We would have preferred 

to talk longer with AMWHIP about. AMLASH1s reactions, but 'time did. not : 

permit. We arranged a dinner for 2100 at "The White Lady11'. a restaurant. 

some way from the center of town, and succeeded in obtaining a private 

dining room, a practice not uncommon in thisf^Stationirecommended restaurant, 

as it is. often used by businessmen to have private,dinner? and "afterwards, 

business discussions.

We arrived at the White< Lady first, arranged for. the."dinner, and ■ 

awaited AMWHIP and AMLASH, who arrived at 2110. by taxi...' Although .AMWHIP 

had suggested to us that the discussions should be? merely devoted to . .

getting acquainted the first evening,. AMLASH commenced almost immediately 

into a discussion of his feelixgs and, his position concerning Cuba .today . 
As reported in our cable,/j5ie.lsj 160$) AMLASH. was■. quite- intense, and showed . 

the strain of his unexpected meeting, with". AMWHIP. Although .obviously ; 

under emotional strain, AMLASH'presented his. feelings., in a relatively calm 

w ci<3 gxv c*..  uw juL.g V..V4I. o ugh out the mod« Ho onidho

was considering not going back to Cuba, but after talking to AMWHIP,he .? 

felt that if he could do something really, significant for the creation of 

a new Cuba, he was interested in returning tp carry on the fight there.

He said, ne was not interested in risking ins? liiei.ipx- ?kiuall . LUIIIC4. .UO.A.4.X15 >

but. that if-..he. could be; given a'. really' large-, part? to? play,' he would use 

himself and .several others in Cuba.whom;he couid'.rely :Upon-These.'he. said' •
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commander in the center part of the island),- two’ captains, and several- 

others whom AMLASH said he could trust, but whom.;.he would;not -name., 

AMLASH said he had had plans to blow up- an oil refinery,, as he felt that 

the continuing existence-of .a semblenco of normal- functioning in Cuba■:... 

depended’ upon- a .continuing ’ srgoply of petroleum, supplies of. t^iich,’. as. we •

. know) are at a critical stage today. He also wanted to.plan the execution. 

■ of Carlos Rodriguez and the.Soviet Ambassador,.and. also to eliminate Fidel, 

by execution if necessary; -. He feels that.if Fidel is eliminated,' it would '

. - be much easier.to effect a take-over'. • (We listened for the most part, but. .

be'replaced by Moscow, and .that the .killing of the'Soviet Ambassador', would 

have only the briefest effect on the Soviet control of Cuba.) ' AMLASH Was. 

not too interested in listening at this point, and continued by .saying that 

if .he could achieve all these actions, plus others, in one master?stroke,, 

a take-over, during the ensuing confusion, would be much facilitated. He 

did not feel that Raul or Che would be able to., rally the people in sufficient 

time to prevent opposition forces from forming. His arguments.and plans had 

many flaws.'but AMWHIR could not help admiring (.to himself) AMLASH1s 

professed desire for vigorous and, hcpefully, effective actions-.designed 

to alter the situation in no-uncertain terms4 While we were making..no ■ 

committments or plans, we pointed out to. AMLASH that schemes like he; envisioned 

certainly had their place, but that ..a lot..of .'.cbordinatibh-, f planning.,^information, 

collection,- etc., were necessary prerequisites tb?ehsx^e:^e?valtsiahdsucces3 ■

• of such plans..■ AMLASH s.aid he agreed.wijh?thib/.but-we;.w§ren<t$^ ■

how much. of*  this aTcnimei’it iMT.ASH‘iwastwil'to-buTr'. '



■*■ ” '4-1 c?.'ear during ths discissions that- ha was comnletelv

-i ?'idol' s use of Soviet help from the first, but he had never envisioned, 

e-.-^n if it were used, just .how'ineffective it really would be towards.

-=..->lvir:;j Cuba's problems. He still, feels strongly, he said,- about the 

plight-.of’’the lower classes; in. Cuba,- and in any future- Cuba,- he would still 

insist’ on a hew deal f or- them. AMLASH said, that :al though'.' he had-not. been . ■ 

hffactive in-helping.the formation of .a beneficial new Government in-Cuba, 

he was - now prepared to work towards -that end’. ' This time* he said, - he 

wanted -to look more towards the future,- both for, his: own., interests and for'. 

Cuba's. The last time,, he said that he thought only as far as the•elimination 

,.>f Batista, and had not given' consideration to. planning -for a government he 

favored after the fighting was over. We felt that AMLASH meant th a the was 

as"much concerned about his. (AMLASH’s) position in the government and

'personal stake in a new Cuba, as he was"about anything, .else. It is-our . 

impression that AMLASH feels that he did not get his share of the spoils 

or power from the Castro regime/ in proportion tohis contribution against . 

Batista. AMLASH is a complicated personality. It’is difficult to- fairly 

judge, at this time, AMLASH’s.degree’of' concern for a 'truly revolutionized 

Cuba for the people’s benefit, vs .his concern to see a new government in 

Cuba in which he gets just recognition. this does not--necessarilymean' < 

that AMLASH wants high, political- office-, but-he does want .credit .for his 

efforts and the resultant power, and prestige.-among his countrymen.

in addition to his concern; ror. tne manner .in which tne .Soviets; are 
' • •• ■ •• • ‘ *-,j '.• • ■'

ndw Cuba -Pnr thA-ir nwr? .trns -in T.atd-h Ainarj A a .• ‘A’MT.i'SW -5 .<? wnvrl.ad ahmt. , 

the extent-to which Castro is using.,the- Soviet technique---.of^capturing the 

minds of the young people and the mass propaganda, efforts- againstthe masses.

-6- ■ •
• ■ ■' " ’• •’ ” - ...'r •. ':';£■■■ .1 /A'..' • .

” • .*.? “ ' .• ’ A \ • ••;
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certain that-in'a couple-of years, the -young-people will. be .ctepletely 

: :'!’;:'.'coab—y wo*!  over co Castroj ■ an-a- ■cnax. the'.masses-will -cegm-cb oelasve

. i(>, .!n;.ense anti-American, anti-West propaganda- tb.'.which they are subjedted.

Just as great as are AifLASH''s- fears about the Castro's ’winning of ■ 

minds, is his concern th-?t . the USA. will begin' to consider-d status

• for Cuba,, and in. the., event o.f ■ any intense and successful -anti-regime 

tv I ty, such as he. plans, and which looks as iftit might depose .the regime,

। hi'H'T’lK will"-withdraw its support from such- efforts .in.’the?face of serious

11, itu ts from the Soviets, . Although AMLASH. did’ not' say it'.in so many-words, 

ji yen apparent from.the discussions that‘AMLASH..would prefer-:tq be able to

.-id Cuba without any outside support .(.and by inference, -obligations), but 

is'a realist enough to concede-that any efforts to overthrow Gastrp..

have the support of PBPRIME. He is, therefore, willing to enter, into''

'.-.eusslons with a representative (s) of -TBPPJME.tow

AMLASH agreed to meet in ‘Paris for the-purpose of. further .debriefings 

..ad J.o give any information in' any field which he has. ■ He is? also most

. ,<i 1.1 Ing to discuss any plans which may lead to ah overthrew of the present

. ....jernmeht., AMLASH stated many, times, however, during’the. course .of: the 

tings, that he .was only interested in involving; himself in a plan, of ? /

i f/.iill leanw action, and which .was .- uruly-.’•uoa.igjueu..to '.achieve rapidly-his desire: 

help Cuba. (He told AIOTIP.later after, we had,Ibft .thb meetings, that'.

i.-j was afraid that PBPRME would continue to pursue, its present course, ■ 

i Lat of providing money and ideas , but, no ACTION’)... AMf.ASH was also most ■. 

u.iai»ant about not becoming involved in any way with the'Cuban refugee’ :. 

^u-cles and organizations in Miami .-<He..sa;id'■that..he?feeisiihes^sie?s;tiil.-:?. ■ ■ 

ijid.same people who left-Cuba, i.e., willing to wait for the>chance to return 

.Mia agaixx pursue their,.'only ;iiiteres.x/, .thau ox matting money. He also: said- ’
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felt that the-Cubans there' ■.i-j-i'.'comnletely.penetrated by .'Qast.ro informants, ■ 

a.;id that'for-them to know of his cooperation. with PBpnlME, would be the. same 

as telling Castro, and.thus his future would end against the Wall I .. We-

assured him that maximum securtty. would be practiced, as, far as' these people 

were concerned.’ He also does not wish dx> trust or be involved with, . any ■ 

■contract. Cubans. Only ■ PBFF.D2SRS does he wish to deal;’' (Aiding this. line,; 

AMWHIP stated that he did not -.think- it advisable to. revealiaiiy of. these 

negotiations to- AMCONCERT/l, whom AMWHIP has. .known, for many years and is 

quite friendly, but whom-he does-not feel can keep a secret of- this, nature.)

■ This, meeting terminated at 0030 on 2-August. 'The. thrfee. participants ■ 

took a taxi together back to town.' AMWHIP arid .AMLASH .stopped off at a local 

night club, Teatb?).Grillen, while we continued on to our hotel;- No incidents'-, 

of a security nature were observed, and it was felt that the meeting was' 

held without the knowledge or observation of. the opposition,'

h. Meeting of 2 August 1?62.

We met with AMWHIP in his..hotel room (No. lh2 at--the...Vaakuna) at'

■ 1700 hours on 2 August. We discussed the events..’.and 'talks.-;pf...the; preceding., '

, . evening for some time. At approximately .1800, AMLASH arrived, greeted 

i us affably, and joined us for a drink. AMLASH used this meeting to-re-•
i , -A-.'. •- '/

state his position concemins. nis. desire f or participation -in.-a...real*  v 

significant action against the Castro regime.;; Having:decided;by this time .-

;i that further discussions and debriefings of. AMLASH' should- .take pl ace:"with
i ■ - ■ ■ . • ■ ■ ■

a bpanisn-speaking C/O, we putuinetr the-idea to’meet for such a :purpose-in
- Pa 7*1  Q . AMT. A Hn H nn+. HVo "h**-  o 4 Hao rfP +■ . wo mr ■ o Kai .■ ot.t" v» A. ^4*  A-J '<■»
; • ■ 4/ .4, _ ' - - — -

is cooperation with PBPRIME,. but. agreed that it would be best in;order to : • 

allow himself to express his ideas and plans.: better,'.-and;',to foe able.' tp provide 

3*?  with his_..informatddi, in the' greatest possible-.detail..’-7-:.



c.r th”^:'^/eetThgs 'with them, in Helsinki, but that we'-. could -continue our talks 

in greater safety'in-Stockholm and'Paris. They agreed. • AilLASH'’.also' said : 

that he felt that he shouldn't see AMWHIP top much more in Helsinki,.as he 

•was ceginning now to make some public appearances,\ and his.presence was now 

•established to .everyone;.in .the city.-, Incidentally,' prior’ to ’.Thursday,. .

'2 August, -AMLASH-had purposely refrained from making .any public' appearances 

at the Festival because (1) he and the other Cubans had'been, aware of the 

Ai'iSP.ELL group and their announced intentions, and (2) AMLASH did:not feel . 

very disposed to play the "Public. Relations"-man from’Cuba and espouse, the. ' 

"peace and friendship nonsense"-, as he called it. However / AMLA.SH also said 

that he felt that he had better perforin this role’ to some extent, .’as it was 

expected of him by Fidel, and he did not wish to provide any unnecessary 

chances for unsatisfactory reports,to be sent back home’concerning, his. lack . 

of cooperation, with the Cuban delegation. •= In making the-arrangements for 

a Paris meeting and further: discussions,/AMLASH said,..'in'response to-the- 

•question, that it would be quite.normal for him to be in Paris, as he had 

already cleared.this with Fidel, with whom, he remarked caustically, one 

had to clear everything these days. .He then expressed.the idea that he 

would like to return to ..Paris, via Stockholm,ana an Amnir.’.s /suggestion, 

spend a few days there just relaxing. From there, dr Copenhagen,-he would 

return to Prague for two days at most, in order to pick up his luggage, 

then come as soon as possible, to Paris;//ihere,/he.;fnten!ddd. tci,/visit a . 

Hospital or two, as agreed' upon with. Fidel j - .and/spen of-at. least

a week there . -. He said . .that . /if he/was/td ; return’'to/CubaA^

efforts, he did not wish: to ,be .away:from Cuba-any -longer'•-^an.nep.es'sary; ’.. /



(Me -u-.s, it it not*d,  a ser.se' of -urgency,in -beginning actio:: against the 

regime as soon as possible.) AZi-iHIP told us'later that A2-SASH. also was 

interested in a Fan American Miami-based stewardess, whom he would have 

come oyer to stay with him. .AilJHIP suggested- to Us that .he thought the 

stewardess might be connected with:PBPRIME.- He cased this apparently on . 

.a remark which'the stewardess ma,de. concerning. AMLASH’s. political frame of 

mind last year . We answered that as .far as we knew there was: :no basis, for 

AMWHIP's thoughts along this. line.) 'AMWHIP will',- try to get; the stewardess 

full name for us,

• ■ • \ '.'rC-, m
' , ~10— . '~.U■' ■ • . ;

■ Meeting arrangements: for Stockholm and Helsinki'were.. .laid on at 

this meeting. _AMLASH felt he had to stay until, the end of the Festival for 

’cb-Ver purposes. Sih.ce AJ-fiJHIP had already accidentally run into several • 

""people he knew, it was agreed that he should leave.town for Stockholm .in 

the near future. We would remain behind until. AMLASH. left, serving' as. an 

.eraergency contact in. the event of change., in AMLASH’s. plans. It'/was arranged . • 

to meet-.AMLASH if absolutely necessary, at 'either 1200 or. .1300 each day ... 

■at a-given restaurant in. the. center of the city... formal .security measures • . 

for the "emergency" meeting were laid on. In Stockholm, meeting, arrangements . 

for Paris will be established. ■ AMWHIP departed Helsinki > August and is 

presumably stavins at the- Pal ana'. in w- ~ ~'

for accommodations for AMLASH there. We willfollow 'AMLASHto Stockholm. ' 

Helsinki Meetings between AI-WIP/1 and Fallucci. ' .

AWHIP and •pallucci'were-'.in public together/only/,three/times 'for. 

anv l«n;+h nf o+h?r meetings:worn held. 1.': .llel'. Lrire noper rooms.

One breakfast meeting (the 5th of'August) was held, in-the'near-deserted/
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■±;:'.lr.!T room -of ths "aakh-r Hotel at 1030., AMHHIP and Falltieci'met at least 

onc«? a da" curing the 'sojourn in Helsinki. Al SHIP used? tiie- naaie-William 

Thompson, as instructed, whr-n' callirlg .HBFEICH .tomake' initial contact.

There were no incidents of a security nature observed during any;- of these

meetings... .• ■ -■ •.

' .’.6. Other Youth Festival Targets. , /z> f •. ————
•• This area covered by cables^e^l58U andhiela 1609. -The best 

and, actually, only possibility among, the participants was Jose Venegas. 

However,' both AMLASH and AMWHIP did not want to become involved with him 

ns they felt that this, in both their, cases, might conpromise their ■ •

hi tores ts ■ in AMLASH1 s returning to.. Cuba. AMWHIP. felt,: for ' example, that •. 

Venegas would almost certainly connect, his presence here with.an attempt, to 

do something with ■ AMLASH. AMLASH'also felt, that he did hot .want to disclose 

any indications of his real sympathies to Venegas,, if he;’ (AMLASK-)-;.-wdre? going 

to' return to .Cuba. Without doing -this, it would be difficult to get: any 

reactions or opinions.from 'Zenegas, thought AMLASH/ Venegas, it is felt 

by AMLASH, might.very possibly be counted on at a later date if this.was 

desirable. An approach could then be worked out at'that1 time,. :.,r

As reported, AMLASH came'to the Festival as a '’special delegate,"

after his request to' Fidel was. approved. ; AMLASH,claimed to Fidel, that.he

■ was fatigued and sick, and needed a' good, rest in Europe. The. Festival. .; 

provided the excuse,.. Fidel bit the bait,.;and AMLASH got to. Europe to see 
AMWTTTP -in + an+n^n •. A MT4WTP Fal + + Wo-F.. i+W-5 a ■ n a a' Inninal ..anrf.

honest explanation. It is' interesting, to note that: neither, the '.local: ' > 

service, U/2, or any of the Cuban delegates he asked, coi£d;d^

.. whereabouts of AMLASH . It. is perhaps reasonable to/assume that ;the. Cubans 

were told not., to. tell; of his presence to; anyone not fromimmediate

: delegation,. '' v.
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. A./L'HI?'s Rclo' in .‘ti’LL.AC’H : siks . ■ -.. ■,

.’M.’.Hx? h?s bten meat helpful and cooperative’in establishing ,'■ 

the initial contacts with AMLASH, and he undoubtedly does' have-iraich 

influence over AMLASH. AMLASH also trusts AMWHIP explicitly,- as evidenced 

by his remark to us that AM-JHIP was the only one whom he felt .that., he 

could fully trust and to.whom he could speak openly. -Of • course, he .did .. 

speak openly at length to us at the behest 6f: AMWHIP, but it is also..’, 

obvious that he does not tell us. everything.’ . AMWHIP has. given..good advice 

in the.handling of AMLASH, but, as'he has a tendency to interpret AMLASH1 s 

remarks and. feelings subjectively, and to attempt to guide us a bit too 

■much, it might be wise to .eliminate in later.portions of the.-talks in Paris. 

With a vpanlsxi~sp6akmg' c/b, this- alxuuxu act be too difficult uo ..do, and 

without .alienating AMWHIP. AMWHIP’ has no. clandestine training, to speak of, 

as evidenced by his actions in this case. However, to his credit, he 

responds readily to directions in this area, and follows rather well- suggestions

for adding to the security of the meetings. His remark about the .

advisability of keeping his old friend AMCONCERT/1 out of the'Operation or

from any knowledge .thereof, is gratifying. AMWHIP also has :gently. explained

to us, that while he is a Cuban at heart and loves 'the -Cubans,:..they simply 

cannot, be trusted to keep-secrets among;.any sf their-'friends -who^. fUc aw.

■ real tested reasons, they consider safe and discreet.- As a general? : 

statement, we feel that AMWHIP is a good security risk operationally, and 

that with more exposure to the game, will become, a good and useful asset 

under almost any. circumstance. He is> however, somewhat subconsciously: . 

subjective about his evaluations of AMLASH. He is’..,.,cp^ietely::hdries?tj -and; is’.-, 

using a considerable amount of his own .money, not tq. mention time, in this . 

cperatz.cn. Wc only hope .his - faith in■ AMLASH.. xs .justified;."’-

■ ' ■ . '■ .. ■



have seen too little.-of, and cannot/converse in-the' native language of

A1:* iSH, to make any strongly valid assessment.of him to. .date'. In. the 

s<i;ond meeting with AMLASH,-he. was considerably .more relaxed' than. in the 

Ij--t, but just as intense, about his convictions,, .or. seemingly so. 'AMLASH 
■. ■ J. .■ ’ ■ .
8'••’.ted that, having decided to re turn, to Cuba, he wduld'..enrple in an- ;.

Oiiicers' refresher type course at Matanzas. in. ah effort -to'..-.'renjew’’’bld 

Ai.,-,,. con-tacts, re-assert his position as a major in the :He.volutipn’a'ry' .Army,. 

aui attempt-to re-establish some' recognition and following -in Army and other 

(jl'"ernment. circles. ''

I'or^^he sake of coiipleteiiwaai, we repeat our comments regarding 
■^'ASH fr<^Heis}1609:. . y'

He appears capable of rash, thoughtless, violent:-: '
___action-under the strain:’of provocation, tense'situations, - j

• or frustration, For example, he stated to us- that last ■:year?..
——during-a. period of dejection and frustration, he had: con-■/ 

templa.ted suicide. . Although AMLASH appeared to ccnc-ede'"-'- 
some validity to our arguments'.for planning and fir ..

.. carefully prepared actions, we feel, that-he will present . . • 
■difficult control ana directional problems in any. cp 
situation, .-He himsaLf. st'ated/several. times/that'.he*  'c

. is not the type, to Sit tight,'.but prefers'.spluticnsi 
to problems by violent, positive"'.factions'.AMLASH’ -■ 
showed the strain of not-trusting-anyone.' ..He. was; according' +.H A’MTaTP’T’O • ’ + z\ eno *».**-^  *?*  VtnJ • - yi—?- • « —-•j w •• -»v- - w u>.ww **<*̂ i.j y-■»i»! *.* ’>*•  '-’.wx / cx v. ,
mnnn about many, many t+. •'
to comment at this time about AM^SH'.s capacity , for •

. loyality to friends or causes',- nor- his wHlingn'ess-tb'' v 
see a job through.. ' However, AMArHIPiassures. us that 
when. AMLASH says he'll :do something,.he. will, .'.We 
don' t know at this point, ■ '

AMWHIP also told us ’that' in -discussions .subsequert-to "our -meetings 

w±■h' AMLASH, he. expressed the hope<.that "Bill’.'''ana his-friend.'.'(sy.;'in'”;'Paris < 

^".1 have a really fruitful, forceful .idea and plan.- of .action for him: to. -.

■ pw’i Otherwise,, hs.said -he might. drop •'the '-wiiule;idea..jana--no.u.t.gp bacx,. .



b-t r'tvr'-z '.he whois problem, leave the Cuban fold quietly, and. work.- 

in Haris or elsewhere, forgetting completely Cuban problems and Cuban 

politics. . .' .. -..

'Ai-ZvHIP also told us on Sunday that he was truly surprised when ■ 

AMLASH .said he. wanted to go back and fight. AMWHIP was sure., as were?we., . 

•that ha would;.defect, period. AMLASH told AMWHIP that.' ha -could ;nbt see .. 

the point .of making a .statement regarding defection .and-the state: of .affairs 

in Cuba,, and then accepting a. dole in Miami. Nor could he see any use in -. 

propaganda efforts in Latin America or Europe. Later, after our 'talks 

vfth.him, .AMLASH told AMWHIP a little .different storiy-,-; i, e'.,-. that he.; 

uul'd riot want'to make a public defection statement, because of the. 

probable repercussions against his friends in Cuba for no good reason. : 

This area of thinking needs to be examined at length in Paris. A Spanish- 

speaking C/0 might well do the trick?' 

STOCKHOLM: ■ . •

2; Travel to Stockholm. .

•AMWHIP departed Helsinki for Stockholm, on U August.. Both AMWHIP 

and AMLASH felt that they had been together enough in Helsinki. AMWHIP 

also ran onto a' refugee newspaper friend of hiS'in Helsinki, who;was ' 

quite curious, as to why AMWHIP was there . aMLASH dopnftqd?^ 

afternoon of 7 August; we took: the' same .flight unbeknownst- to AMLASH. 

No problems were encountered in arriving-at . Stockholm*  .-,: We took the next 

bus after AMLASH uo the city. Both AMLASH and AM-VHIP stayed at the.-..' ??': 

Palace Hotel, room 828 and 07n. ’'e'ycotivoly. ? Taiko. uf ;a general, nature' ■< 

were held in our hotel room (the Carlton) and;during? the seyerjal.’ dinnar./. . 

It was obvious that AMLASH had much on his mind.- He'- can return to ■ the



14-00000

subject of Cue a at anyt-ims, •’with '•& ques.ti:x, suggestion,ccrsient upon 

it, regardless of the context, of-the'-general discussion.-,/It 'was' during

■ the.talks in Stockholm that AMWHIP-revealed, that'.AMLASH-had told' - ■ ' .

Naranjo, P.evellon,.Venegas, and .the "Mayor of ffaea11, ..Manual. DOM-IwOVES
■ Ve4«« (£1, (in Helsinki), that, he was/seeing AMWHIP. ..In Helsinkij he

! •■ also .told thp •Inayor- Domingues to tell Raul that'he was-going : on his.;...: 

?• • present itinerary, and that he wanted a refresher course in the..'Army when 

he returned, home.

' . COPBiHAC-EN;

10. Travel to, and Stop in Copenhagen.

AMLASH and-AMWHIP took SAS. flight'h.07 to Copenhagen on the after-

‘ noon of 10 August. In speaking at length about meeting; in-Paris, ' AMpASH

•1 felt sure that -there would be no', problem in getting permission to visit.

. Paris after returning to-Prague.. ..He felt that he better not; visit Paris •’ ■ 

first, as it might cause some undue interest in Prague Cuban circles •

i as to why he was away so long. He also hadsome- trouble in'' getting the Air-

■ line to approve his side trips to.Stockholm and Copenhagen? They wanted

him to fly direct to-Prague from Helsinki. He refused their requests, 

and said that he would pay his own way to Stockholm and Copenhagen, (or

4 th? diffeT’or’?e) ha Th-ia .ha tih^h-ittliWTP1

I footed the bill.: (perhaps we should later absorb). .(Vie f^elt. that this

? ■ ability to pay for the extra routing might-cause-sbme suspicion/among, his 

i ■ colleagues. AMLASH said "no", but; we are not so', 'sure; Perhaps he 'can.' tell' 
' ' ’ "» .»•■» .— v. w j ... - xt». X JTT*rr»  • J J XV- ’ini'' ' - • T1 V - X— U -

ii : - - -has-vnoney-and has,. iii fact, paid bills, before for AMLASHduring'the/time: 

^ : of -the Batista^r
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AMbnIP and. AMLASH arrived-as. scheduled’ in .Copenhagen' and-obtained 

rooms at the Richmond Hotel'. • Al-SVHI? phoned H13FETCH as planned, and we '. 

in . turn contacted them by phone at the Richmond- at' 181£., A ’ meeting, was 

arranged for 2000 at the. bar of the Terminus'Hotel. After a drink,,the . 

t •• ■party retired' to Divan I :f or dinner ; Apparently the spell of:Tivoli,■'

Danish food and snaps,., and beer at the student’s inn, Faergekroeh (-.'in 

Tivoli), served to• mellow. AMLASH'. He for the first time appeared to talk 

to us as a friend, rather than as a FBPRIME representative.. .-During . 

supper,- and. for most of the evening, at intervals.,- AMLASHstalked about . . 

himself, his thoughts, and problems • ■ The-evening was well worth it, in 

terms of the rapport and insight gained. . ”.

12. AMLASH’s Thoughts and personality. .

AMLASH. feels basically-that he would like to live'in a world in 

I peace under an acceptable political, system, practicing medicine, ' thus

i giving expression to his. desire ..to help' the lessr-fortunate.people, and from •"

J this to find happiness for himself.,: something .he seeks, but .which heretofore

! . has eluded him. Asa young student he got into the struggle, against 

•j Batista without thinking much about the future, particularly that-it
—" nrnil H Ha Iars than -n -Pah t. Uo •PA-un/A +>o v»<»' <■>•>•>+•.- - r

I ' -.Cuba, and in particular the Communists, were not about to bring true peace

and contentment to the people, .but rather tlirough^.mismanagement and; poor ...

planning, had- created unnecessary, hardships .-for,the 'peoplei'v.Aftef'his r

and leader of the. FEU. This did not'satisfy him.and he sought to leave, 

politics all together, and ,return to .medicine. :;The:i political climate, .



however, the ncccptar.ce of A’luiSH-as :a military' leader by the people 

rather tiian as. a doctor, (Hello Commandante.l not,-'Hello Doctor1.)’" forced 

AMLASH- to reconsider his.future, and to decide that; he; must flee Cuba or: 

fight against what he considers a ruinous .future for his country and .-.. 

her people. This time, however, he'hopes to make the-"operation” 

.successful,.'-and never-again subject the patient to another such ordeal. 

;.Then.when;he is sure that the political and social outlook for the

Cuban people and the country are sound:, he would like to try once-more 

to enter private life as a doctor. He is not sure,', however, that this 

will ever come about, AMLASH was also quite frank, we thought'} inhis 

conversation with us concerning his views on the PBRPD4E position, vis-a-' 

vis...Latin America. (And, although he had nothing to say which has riot been 

said by many before him, they were interesting to hear from a disenchanted 

Cuban revolutionary.) He. feels that PBPRIME is simply.not;getting "through" 

to the youth and students of Latin America, as are. the Communists, and for . 

this simple reason alone, the next ten years.(when these .students become 

the political and economic leaders, in Latin America) will see. us lose 

the struggle for Latin America. We'replied by using, the ol'd line that - 

PBPREffi realizes only too well today that there were serious short-comings . 

•in mir T.at.-ir Amari nan np] -1 nv fnr a ’ miwnar nt*  wara and that, nnw w»» ara * * . * • ■■,
doing what we can to correct this. However^ it is not our policy (said 

with tongue in cheek) to attempt to alter these conditions or influence 

future events by going behind the backs of the established; governments 'in 

slow, laborious path of working through these governments, .however bad-, 

they may be, in our attenpts to guide and influence the minds, of Latdji.

■/,. ;^i7-:.;



American youth; AMLASH-said tLa.t'he;understood why/.wev<ta3fe.--this--point 

of view, but nevertheless, if ve 'Intended.-to win the struggle,-‘.we.must 

co as the Communists-do, 'and disregard the. archaic -and doomed old-line 

governments in Latin America. We agreed that this was undoubtedly -the. 

more agressiv.e way to deal with', the problem, but that such methods would . 

leave us open to the old familiar charges of interference'. in the internal 

affairs of sovereign countries.. AMLASH smiled and replied that from a 

practical viewpoint this didn't make any difference, for if We didn't ' 

act forcefully and sopn> there Wouldn't be any opportunities"there for us. 

to.be open- to anything ! He then cited. Venezuela'.as the next' obvious 

Communist victim and thereby a loss, of another opportunity for PSPRIME.

Obviously AMLASH was. correct’in much of his thinking.,/but rather than stand-- 

ing still with our shoes untied, we gave him the ball bysoliciting from 

him, as a former student leader and politician, any ideas he might have 

for combating, the Communists in the struggle for the..minds of Latin.

American youth. He replied that he. would be glad at any time to disuess 

this problem and to off er .what ideas and", suggestions he’ Could. ;. ....

As a result of the- discussions of thisevening, we felt that 

AMLASH now was genuinely interested in getting Cuba out of its.present .

. predicament wiun the active, eixu. ui ■ .'.aX'xuxx.u>xi.. scomd moro . cinccro

and interested in discussing his thoughts arid.problems, with us than.at 

any previous time. He no doubt skimmed over\in his own mind (or at'.least 

declined to reveal this to us) his -record, as' president; of’’the FJEIJ.?, ’The.• 

full story of this period from His siue wouxa; be mys.L xatei cotihg < .

However,, we .felt that a, discussion of this,.particular subject required the 

■use of Spanish, and .the prdpitibus moment./ K-. ’■ 'V'; ’K
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;1

.-. r,r record/. AMLASH stated.durihg1.-the. evening-.that he

obviously the term "assassinate" had a distasteful- connotation. . From .

'aTs cuss ions with AMWHIP, this •labJiS'of "assassin" .had been, given to ? 

AMLASH after some of. his escapades against Batista supporters in the? 

pre-Castro era. Another example, which;AJWlP?,disdussed?Wth..us  ,/?oc.curred 

during a meeting in Mexico City in March 1961, when a KUBAEKEP. said to

- . AMLASH, "I-'m prepared to help you in any way >j1 thin my/power'!. - According . 

to AMWHIP, AMLASH later turned to him, shrugging his shoulders in a manner 

of saying, "So I need help from him?" . These examples are.pointed out 

here in-order to indicate ths degree-of.-.pride,anl'p.tsJudxLxy iCy'. .one ..find.'s... 

in AMLASH, and to nqte that however tedious .-'■this..:■■attitude* 5 'may become,?to.. 

the c/o, it is, from personal experience, quite.necessary/to adjust one's 

approach accordingly in ordeir to secure AMLASH ’ s maximum cooueration../

•19'

' •id r>V Algeria's- Ben Bella at one time- and .knows him-more than.casually. 

Ke'fe}*  tha-o the mnn hears strict watching'by the' West as a measure of 

protecting its interests in developments in Algeria. AMLASH thought 

;:;n Be’.ia was a clever man, devious:, and ambitious, 'and:not to be taken, too 

' i;..-.-: at his word.-- .'. ’■ ■■/'•

• . .- In dealing with AMLASH, one. trait of his which confronts the C/0 

. ut.erery t^n is his tempersiental reactions’over points which would 

generally b.e considered minors For example, at one- time when we were

••discussing the various, aspects of AMLASH's future -role in-. Cuba5 we-.used ■ 

iihe'term "assassinate". The use-of this term, We later learned from ' 

AM.VHIP and from AMLASH himself,- was most objectionable, to the latter, and 

he was visibly upset./It was, not. the act he objected to, but rather...merely

- we choice of word used to describe’ it;-. "Eliminate" was acceptable/ but .

s

st-

•< 
I 
US 
i» 
S
1,
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13. P’-.r^s -7 Arranvenerzts''«••

AMLASH has been given AMfElP's hotel.in'Paris ; .'Franklin'Hotel, 

19 Rue Bvffault (telephone TRU/69LO), /'AMWHIP will, reserve a room .there for 

AMLASH, who can come there directly after he has landed- in'Paris-. . We - ' 

also had another contact address in the form of the office1 of a. jeweler .
■ r OR —/Op.: <

friend and business contact of Ax-PiHIP'sjHl. B< Rosenblatt, 20 Ctte-Treuise> 

(Telephone TAI-7418).. Rosenblatt1s;number has not been given to. AMLASH.

In discussing security precautions with AMWHIP,. it is obvious, that he. 

still is not possessed of a good sense of security by normai clandestine 

ops standards. This, however,.can be improved over a period of time.

Mote; Subject .expressed interest in obtaining- •' . 
. . expert instruction .in use of . silenced-equiped 

rifles and in'use and handling of plastic-, ■ : - •
explosives... .This can be .handled from France/ . " -i

' ■ ' on priority basis, it is felt, after preliminary \ •
discussions in Paris. ■ . .-..’/I

PARIS:

14. Events of 12 August 1962. .

According to prior arrangements with Al^'HIP and il-ILASH, AMWHI? . 

.would see AMLASH off to. Zurich from Kastrup Airport on .12: August, then . 

take a late afternoon flight - down- uo- Parrs. ■ As it. .turned--.out, however,- .. 

AMLASH was able to. book a passage on a Rumanian Airlines (Tarom) flight . 

lo rrague, via nasx aerxin's ocnoenrexat Axrport. AMi’JHlP later tpbk :... .

the early evening.flight to Paris-' we.,took .the 1150 AF. flight,the; same

night. : '-J

In .Paris, AMIVHIP took a room (#60) ■ as, planned at./the. Hotel Franklin.

where he remained - throughout his’ .stay, in Paris .R . He. also booked ’a" room, 

for AMLASH. We arrived in Paris at ,0145, 16 August,-booking a.room ’ 

(#41) at the Hotel Roblih. 6 Rue

• “rTftgfiininiiirraiiTTr’



Or. the morning of .13 August, we checked into; SBFINCH to-discuss 

the Paris meetings, with Peter J..’.Kj-Tnington. Thru his'..good; office> we were 

able -to arrange far-precautionary surveillance of AI-EvUiPi and AMLASH, .' 

obtain us.? of a/Station safehouse,, and effect other arrangements as
• • p- J H. nnecessary. The cooperation and help off the Paris Station [was. excellent. 

Following’, this meeting, we went to a-small bistro'near bur hotel,, phoned

AMWHIP, and- arranged for. a meeting'in our hotel room at•1830.

This meeting took place-in our hotel -room. (#U1) -at the Hotel 

Roblin, at 1830. The purpose was merely to meet .AMWHIPand ;re’-assure him

that arrangements for AMLASH's meeting were laid-on *.  We.also made, 

arrangements to.give him his expenses for,die trip and' accountfor same 

during a; meeting the following day.. This will permit him to leave for 

Milan without delay at the close , of our business with AMLASH, .. He. was. • • 

getting "nervous”,■ as- he called it, and will be glad to.get this business 

over and. done . We agreed;. He wanted to remain- until' the conclusions of 

the talks with AMLASH, however, for he felt ■ that. he. could be of .iise; in ; 

handling AMLASH. We agreed. He did not, of course., want to. be. in on 

any operational discussions, but just to be oh harid to guide, his..

. ... ___ .. He was,, very anxious .to meet Wallace A. Grbwery^ in' obder - to 

^—point_put ..toJlim in advance some of. the quirks. in. AI^SHrs persoxiality.

In talking to us, AMWHIP said that a person with-the..backgrpundidf-.

Ai’lLUiOn j XllU&fU XXCLllLLXCLL JJ-i CX Uciudw -micmx&agxj "/’cui?U,x'i.■ 

AMWHIP told us that while he is of course subjective ’about- AMLASH, he also 

realized that he is of a ' different background and make-dp; (flattery?) ' .;. 

than either-’ we or himself , and that in 'brdpr... tb?.get"to^i;:‘tp-.7OTpduq^kan4i'’ • 

- cooperate, the problem must be approached in . a certain way .;! He said



r 4- Tcdd and independent. He does not. want to feel he has

io take heln from anyone. AMWHIP said that this-is- a rather-naive way to 

look at it. huv /..-LASH doe.', and for this-reason, one must-be careful 

not to appear to be buying him. We said, that-we understood' this, and were- 

willing to advance bur arguments in any manner necessary to get AMLASH *s  

..cooperation, but that eventually AMLASH must be made.to.realize that, 

though he is of no. little, importance to us, he is after all, t^e only one 

man with one man's.resources, j■ .

AMWHIP continually stressed tire point that to work with people 

like AMLASH, it was necessary to have.them first accept a person either 

by personal contact over a period of time or on the recommendation of a 

good friend.. He felt that while it was necessary for us to spend s.ame time ?. 

. becoming acquainted with AMLASH, it also might be. necessary, for Growery-

to go slow at first. This, we said to AMWHIP was -all rightj up to-a point, ..' 

bufthat-we felt quite•enough time had been spent with' AMLASH already, 

^^krr^id'-tha^thefSfeetings in Paris were; going, to get down to business quickly, 

and proceed as necessary to conclude business as rapidly as possible, ..

We .'felt thatAMWHIP. understood bur point. ■

During this talk, AMWHIP’ again expressed the-feeling, that if -. 

Cuba- is-not:returned to freedom within two years, he was going to set 

up business permanently in Paris dr Southern California, and forget the 

idea of returning. He was obvious moved by the finality of such a decision, 

as he is <x x.eal. Cuban patriot,:. Or ■■ sc? we believe,,

We agreed to contact-AMWHIP bv telephone at h-is.'hn+.Ai, a+.", 

on 14 August (Tuesday). Subsequently a meeting at 1700. in our hotel room.



15. '7v—-c Auf-v5tl962. .-

• As--agreed, we called Ai-iJHIP at His hotel at 1200on11+ -August " : 

and' arranged a meeting for- 1?00 in our hotel ’room. -At the- 1700...meeting. 

AhEVHZP•'informed us that -AMLASH'. had arrived as promised.from Prague about 

. 'noontime.,.- and was already inquiring.about a. meeting time-.with "the man 

' from -iv-ashington". AMWHIP'was .told-'that. "the man' from Washington", (whom 

•they in .the. future called" Jaime1’ as .they: could, not; readily pronounce

. . Grcwery's true first name) was not able to arrive before, that afternoon, 

and that a meeting with him could not take place, before the. 16th.. Also-, . 

A’&JHZP was reminded that he himself had stated that it would be best for 

him'(AMWHIP) to talk to Jaime-first in.'order, to e^lain jdiLASH 's personality. 

AI-S-JHIP was unhappy that this meeting could not take place immediately,, 

but said he would explain, the matter to AMLASH + '.••■'This meeting, it is noted, 

took olace initially at a small cafe across the street from our hotel,
.■ ‘ <7 -n

so that we .could finger -AMWHIP to two surveillantslof the Paris Station, j 

The two principles then, retired to our hotel- room . for the remainder, of the 

meeting. We .said to- AMWHIP that we. would check in with him by phone the . 

following day and inform, him '.whether, there was’ any'chande/of Jaime 

arriving on that day, the If?th.,

• At this meeting, AI-fr/Hl'P was also paid S3?0.00 to el hotel 

'.bills for him and AMLASH:in 'Helsinki-, Copenhagen and Stockholm. \

15. Events of 1U Auguist 1962 . •.

■ We phoned AJI-.TIZP it .his hotel, at 1300.-f-h, -in-fo-nm him that there 

was no change, in plans and that the best.we could do was to call, him -..- 

again that evening. . AMWHIP said that;..he- would' be opt all.;evening;;-.'- 

arrangements were then made that AMWHIP should call us at. our. hotel at



'« ................ye. • :.. . •«? »/ w

i 1

eedSt ind'-was'rinfpfmed that, he -could

plan to come to our:room tomorrow, the Loin,. at 0900, The hour'bothered .

. him (toa-&^rlyl-tut-4ie-said he could make it.. ..

Later the same evening, Kymington-; Groweiy. and us. met to .

discuss, plans for the meetings "tomorrow.. ■ 'At this meeting.Kymington 

disclosed that his team'.had detected what was believed to be surveilance 

of .AMWHIP and. AMLASH. • To be positive he. planned to have the;meeting .the.

next day surveilled. Growery agreed to come at 0900 for preliminary talks

with AMWHIP. ■

■ Events of 16 August 1962. ’ • ••

Grow cry arrived, within five minutes "of appointed .time, at 'J 

our hotel, room. AMWHIP arrived later at 101£,: apbligizing. for his tardiness ' 

(a. late evening!). Breakfast was. provided and, after introductory amenities, 

the bro began their talk, in Spanish.. the talks terminated at 1230. . 

The second meeting of the day was postponed, until 1600, as AMLASH was not 

feeling too. well. •

Later at.jthe Sta Kymingttn revealed that he;now, believed. • ■ 

the morning meeting'ha-ri beeft.-suryeiTlgrf-'and -.th-of. efforts wer'eXbeing-made 

to determine who. was. responsible. It was readily established that it was

uv vuuoh vi uv»iov. aA«.uMeJt. uuL> xaUxc4 :viitr 'uy ijuti - Mie ■ .pf erich ■ services

or local police; Sinceit, was:, pointless to stop .thei-meetifgsxndwi'and . i

.. the address of the safehouse had not- been mentioned yerbailyV "it ..wa's.- : 

decided to continue as planned.^Paris will forwardaccount of‘surveillance 

and oui/come as soon as possioie. /(wnen we left :PariSy'it;was,determined', 

that this "surveillance", of our meeting might have been a truly freak.; 

coincidence j and the sub JSct of - the- surveillance was another ’"target, ■ not

...ug> TWe dpn.’.t- think so. .However -the pending ;fParisj :̂epbft >shduld' resolve ...thi



' C-rcfcerv-a nd--we .-arrived at the safehouse^hj- bis .rue Spohtini, 
XVI^ahehd of AMLASH. and Al-SnilP.; ■. A tape -recorder, das 'installed.. ’-; At 161>, 

A2-1ASII'ana AM..”!!? arrived. ’"Shortly after1 .introductions, ;Growef’y and:.

AMLASH were talking business in Spanish. . After about! 30 minutes, we took 

AMWHIP out of the flat on the pretense of buying food, in order that the 

two principles could talk, freely.... Procuring food.and beer, we returned 

after a two hour absence, and made a cold supper for the four. The meeting 

terminated about 1930, AMLASH and AMWHIP leaving some 1J> 'minutes before 

us. Arrangements had been made for a meeting at 1000 the-following day' 

for further talks, and beginning,.#) S/W training; .

17. .Events of 17 August 1962.

At 1000' Grocery metwith AMLASH.for ..several:,hours!; Arrangements 

were made for AMLASH to return to the safehouse !dr S/VZ training that . 

afternoon at ihOO. (See SA'.training.report for'account of meeting.). 

Before breaking up, arrangements were made for a. continuation of the S/W.. 

training the following day.

IB. Events of 18 August 1962., ’..

(See S/tf. report for account of training this meeting conducted 

at the aforementioned safehouse. Account of debriefing of•AMLASH- during 

this meeting and others- to be flied, by C-roweryv: .All-debriefing .of ..AMLASH . 

by .Growery was conducted in! the Spanish: language. ). ;.

19. Events of 19 August 1962. ’

Meeting was?nexU au. x^yj'j ciu oeuLexxOuoe'. -Accp'unt.of’.mootlng to 

he •inninderi -in G-rowerv’s reporting...! t.!-1!'- ■



. 20.;. cf' -?Q--1962 .- ;
Kymihgtbri-and C-rowery picked us up at:Madsd.sto'e • church at' OoCO, .

• and-proceeded to"'reiidosyoun with A1-EASH\; Counter-surveillancedetec ted-- 

no apparent observation. of the .pickup., of us. 'The four’then proceeded by 

. '.car to- the Array Air. Corps Support Element at St. Andres, for uB demonstration 

. ’ . ~ ana- tost ruction in .plastic explosivesThe classroom work and. ttie field 

demonstration lasted until 1^30, at which time the four proceeded back

■ ’ to Paris. AMLASH was let out . of the car in the suburbs and told to 

take a taxi.back to his hotel, Kymingtoh-took some-'snapshots‘of AMLASH 

receiving this instruction. .. These are not too satisfactory, but never.the- 

. less, will be enlarged, and foitzarded for the files;. ’

The participants/met. later, that evening at 2100 for a.drink and 

critique; and comments of the days activities. AMLASH seemed quite 

■ satisfied, with the demonstrations,-but was interested inhaving-smaller- 

explosive packages with more, force, and a remote-cbntrol method. for 

detonating: them. The meeting was short and. broke up at 2200. • It was. 

agreed, to meet once more, on 22 August for. a final briefing sesson .a^ ’ . 

Growery’s hotel room (in the.Qrillon)’at 1200.

21. Events of 22 August 1962.

AMLASII came alone and oh time to this meeting... 'A taue'recorder 

was in operation. About one. hour was spent on a review of S/W, followed 

by requirements,' and tasks to be performed or looked into- upon AMLASH's 

reliun. (See Gxowexy's report for tasks and S/V;repdr.t for “this" sect ion 

of meeting.) Arrangements for emervenev contact.in Paris’werh un - . 

using. the phone of a contract KUBARKER/of Paris Station. f.M’HIP and . 

we made arrangements for a' meeting at Queenie's for: 1000, 23 August
. ’,-5\ / - : i < ,-■ '' -X-. •
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•At ths mb ix.ing''.meeting/'AiL'.'HIP'said that'Al’lLASH ;.wanted to see •' 

us on a ratter oonc.err.ing 3/?.r.. -Thb meeting was arranged, for 1300’ at the 

rue Spontini safehouse. This meeting, took only a few minutes• as. te' ; 

problem was minor. A2-5LASH andAMWHIPdeparted the safehouse at 13 2£..

.We left a little after. This was the:last time we were to see either 

AMLASH or AMWHIP in Europe. . '-^7'"

23. Events of 2£ August.1962. . . ' ■ ■■,.7.. :

AMLASH departed for Prague. We' left Paris at lohj? aboard PAA. 119 . 

for New York. . .• 7’.

26. Miscellaneous- Comments on Case, Personalities,.and Actions in Paris. 

AMLASH's attitude in-Paris-was essentially'that, which it had .

been during the previous contacts in Scandinavia, that, is, changeable as . 

the weather, varying from'occasional flashes of wit and mirth to degrees 

of discouragement and perhaps despondency. Re' was genaral ~iy receptive and 

interested in .procedures1 and . conversations during .'the- meetings and. during 

periods of. instruction. He makes little attempt to disguise his feelings,■ 

should he become tired,, bored,or -disinterested. His social graces-ar's 

not the sharpest honed. He can, however, be reasoned with, .'even in'some 7 

of his contrary moods . ' AMWHIP.'was .narty-ni arly

during these. '. We are in complete agreement with-AMS’JHIP whenHe ' describes 

AMLASH as being full of 'complexes. Sut further, than .that, lAMLASH. not only. 

has cviuplez.es as such, but it is felt that Hey Is .'generally preoccupied ■ 

with his .'ttiojiahts .nrRwiTnabiy ’bout'/probloii;/ vaLcui77®ud ;xs oiten seemingly. ■ 

incapable of. maintaining his interest in things ...about: him 'for; .any length ?•7.7'7 
■■■ ■ ' ' ■ 7'.7' '■ -7771^' ’ 7"7;,"7-'7?; y2'777 77~'--':' '-■■•-•'

-'7 y-y -. ../■..'■I: 7-.7-.’■ 7-'"■ <
7. .-7 3 :-.7 .--'''--27-' J. 7--7 .



cf time.- If. one is discussing. Cube, however^'-he obviously_is'. very ' 

interested. Therefore, it-might-well be that.he.is 'actually.’do pre- : 

occupied with thoughts about-problem at. home, that all/else is secondary 

and treated accordingly. When,. on occasion, he "opened up11 a bit with us, 

it was obvious that he had done, and was doing, a great deal of. thinking 

about Cuban problems. . It may be that Groweiy. will have much more- to say 

oh this point-, as-their discussions were in AMLASH’s native, tongue. .On 

many occasions,. AMLASH is rather exasperating to deal with,, but we feel 

that this is. a trait Of his which is a. normal faclt of his personality,'

and not assumed to try the. metal of his case officers. We may.be/wrong, 

but doubt it. ■

27. Physical. Appearance: ■

• AMLASH is about 5’11", weighs about 175 lbs., dark wavy hair, 

thinning, noticably pn top and usually needs combing; brown .‘eyes, ■ small, .. 

almost petulant mouth, small hose, pale complexion,' eyes are a little ...-- 

small for his face and very intense/ in expression. He prefers dressing 

informally, and is prone to wearing .jackets with no/tie. ' (He could 

mingle with' the typical small town corner-loungers without dn f f-f nnTty,)

When dressed up, he presents a good appearance in a masculine way, and

1 1 apparently from AMivHjLt''s storiea, aoesauite well with the women, it .■■■■■■ -- - -o
1 the question of his being a homosexual; we cannot say whether-he-has a

hidden bent in this direction, but if he does; he is not at ■ any; rate, a ' .
purest. biit T’athor A^—DC. '■■■ :

- 28. Language; ■ T\\v/■?.?--j> h'/y:;.’?;!-

Native Spanish;.•..faih...tb...gpod ;]^lishy .'btit^

He can be successfully conversed/with! usingEnglish,'t^

’ done, slowly and with, basic constructed sentences;. Jtj^\nc^'p^s^le to ■■■■■ 

be articulate with-him, if he is' expected, to-/grasp the'full meaning of the
■ conversation. '•'-v .'

; ;-'-I-'--^v



. AMLASH • ? 3 separated from, his .'.wife, and stated .th ai',-since he is 

going to undertake'to work~again.st '.the' regi-nie/ he'.could 116 t ’gcc'tsack.'tp .her ■ 

. if he wan ted . (which ,'we don/1 think he • does) as: she. has. been' too outspoken 

in' her dislike' of the Castro regime'and of her desire to get out.of Cuba. ..

..‘AMLASH' s mother lives with him as she is' divorced from his' fatherV .

AMLASH’"s. father is in the tailoring business, and.has recently, married 

a girl many years his junior. AMLASH does not approve*  •

30. Girl Friends. ' •

AMLASH is on good terms; with '-a. Pan.. American. stewardess of French. 

descent who is based in-Miami. AMWHIPsaid to us that he "thought she was 

with us, but we replied we really'did not know. AMLASH also is .friendly 

with the Cuban dancer Sonia CALERO/whom he telephoned from. Paris to give 

the.return date to Havana.' .

31. . Pastimes,. ?•'

AMLASH'likes nightclubbing and .dancing. He is- alsb:'interested 

to a limited degree in architecture, and .historical buildings'-'and-, sculpture.' 

■ T+. in'tsyss tizig to Hots thst wss to * snswsr

many questions about AMLASH1 s private affairs.. 'He felt;that 'this was hot 

lu guud. teusuc \Huiiicwiiat; uud moat; ux .wt» Lnforina.uiou^ijj.this. I'.eporu. was • 

obtained .by elicitation father than direct questions. .. • <"'

32. AMLASH’s Original Schedule in Paris. .

AMLASH was inter es.ted in coming to Paris'/'..'executing, his .business ■ 

with us in the first tnfbe ' days/.:^eh!'checking'intothe iQuba.Hbiise.jfOr-h ':. 7 

small hotel on the left bank,. and socializing with; fte/Cubai^'^^> their1 ' 

Embassy in Paris. He also wanted to spend some time,.on the.Riviera
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(serera-L-days).-as he felt-, or. nd he told AM.7HIP',.--it’may be some time ... . 

before he would see .this area again*  As.it turned but, scheduling for 

the Grcwery meetings, s/rf-training,-.and plastics demonstrations precluded 

his: taking the Riviera trip, and also postponed his seeing his ...Cuban 

.friends,. He. finally went, to the Embassy .on Tuesday, 21 August? to-make-

’ what contact’s-he felt were necessary. As it turned out, Gramatges and

. most of the men were away .on vacations, etc., so that his late showing at 

the Embassy was not a problem at all. No plans had been laid on for his 

entertainment by the Embassy, and no one, it turned out, was expecting . 

him at any definite- time after, his leaving Prague. He felt much .better, ; 

AtfWHIP reported,.after he had made- the Embassy appearance arid learned 

the above facts. ■ f

33. Money Banked by. AMLASH. . • ;

■i

r' •
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At our. last meeting with AMiVHIP. on 23: August, he said that 

AMLASH had given him $5>OO.00 to' be: banked in.Paris or .elsewhere against ; | 

a rainy day. It is also interesting to note that while Al&’HIP.said' that . 

any offer of money to AMLASH would be an affront to him, AMLA.SH readily 

allowed AMKHIP to. pick up the tab's -for .the hotel, rooms and all expenses., 

incurred’during the trip, including a number of newpieces for his wardrobe, 

ana tne pxane .&icxexs po rragpe xrom raris.; <Amwiixr.; saia Lnauwnentney . 

dined, together bn 22 August, AI4LASH . insisted on picking up- the .tab, <stating 

that he felt he should get this one, then expressed surprise: at the . : 

expense, of living in Paris... Neither did .AMLASH seem to. worry when it was 

we who picked up several tabs in Scandinavia. Funriy sense:of obligations

is

tfw/ft£


